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HYDRAZINE-UD?lW/NITROGEN TETROXIDE I a r  = 250. 8(CC 
tanks 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF THE SPACE VEHICLE.(LBS) 6000.0 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF A PROPULSION SYSTEM.(LBS) 300.0 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF ENGINES TO BE USED. 2.0 
ENTER THE DELTA V OF THE MISSION. (FT/SEC) 21797.0 
ENTER THE ISP VALUE OF THE PROPELLENT. 2 5 0 . 0  
THE INVERSE WEIGHT RATIO REQUIRED FOR THE GIVEN DELTA V IS 15.02714060 . 
THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL FOR THE MISSION IS 120325.93700000 LES. 
THE TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE VEHICLE IS 128904.01600000 LBS. 
ENTER THE g LIMIT OF THE STRUCTURE. 3.0 
ENTER THE THRUST RANGE FOR INITIAL CALCULATIONS 15000.0 
ENTER THE CHAMBER PRESSURE OF THE ENGINE. (PSI) 150.0 
ENTER.THE THROAT AREA OF THE NOZZLE. (IN**2) 54.3671 
ENTER THE INITIAL AREA RATIO. 75.0 
ENTER THE VALUE OF GAMMA FOR THE PROPELLANT. 1.3 
A R =  75.00000000 
EXIT MACH NUMBER = 5.49001122 
PRESSURE RATIO = 6.08945207E-04 
CT = 1.83934772 
TEMPCT 1.82325983 
MAXIMUM THRUST = 14868.80270000 LBS. 
THRUST = 29737.60550000 LBS. 
GROSS WEIGHT = 128904.01600000 LBS. 
FUEL WEIGHT = 120325.93700000 LBS. 
TANK WEIGHT = 1978.08020000 LBS. 
TOTAL ENGINE(S) WEIGHT = 600.00000000 LBS. 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 150.00000000 PSI. 
MASS FLOW RATE = 118.95041700 LBM/SEC. 
DELTA T = 1011.56384000 SECONDS. 
ENTER THE FUEL MIXTURE RATIO 2 . 0  







ENTER THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF THE TANKS. 1 5 . 0  
THE TOTAL P A I R S  OF TANKS IS 1.00000000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE FUEL TANK DIMENSIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
TOTAL FUEL TANK VOLUME = 907.52453600 ET**3. 
TANK LENGTH = 15.00000000 F T  . 
TANK RADIUS = 4.38842440 F T .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE O X I D  TANK DIMENSIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
TOTAL OXID TANK VOLUME = 426.68084700 FT**3. 
TANK LENGTH = 15.00000000 F T .  
TANK RADIUS = 3.00906110 F T .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE TOTAL FUEL BURNED = 120325.93700000 LBS. 
C : \SCRATCH> 
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I 1.r = 275. mec HYDRAZINE-UDHH/NITROGEN TETROXIDE tanks 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF THE SPACE VEHICLE.(LBS) 6000.0 

















ENTER THE NUMBER OF ENGINES TO BE USED. 2.0 
ENTER THE DELTA V OF THE MISSION. (FT/SEC) 21797.0 
ENTER THE ISP VALUE OF THE PROPELLENT. 275.0 
THE INVERSE WEIGHT RATIO REQUIRED FOR THE GIVEN DELTA V IS 11.74593450 . 
THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL FOR THE MISSION IS 84272.88280000 LES. 
THE TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE VEHICLE IS 92115.18750000 LBS. 
ENTER THE g LIMIT OF THE STRUCTURE. 3.0 
ENTER THE' THRUST RANGE FOR INITIAL CALCULATIONS 15000.0 
ENTER THE CHAMBER PRESSURE OF THE ENGINE. (PSI) 150.0 
ENTER THE THROAT AREA OF THE NOZZLE. (IN**2) 54.3671 
ENTER THE INITIAL AREA RATIO. 2 5 . 0  
ENTER THE VALUE OF GAMMA FOR THE PROPELLANT. 1 . 3  
A R =  75.00000000 
EXIT MACH NUMBER = 5.49001122 
PRESSURE RATIO = 6.08945207E-04 
CT = 1.83934772 
TEMPCT 1.82325983 
MAXIMUM THRUST = 14868.80270000 LBS. 
THRUST = 29737.60550000 LBS. 
GROSS WEIGHT = 92115.18750000 LBS. 
FUEL WEIGHT = 84272.58280000 LBS. 
TANX WEIGHT = 1242.30359000 LBS. 
TOTAL ENGINE(S) WEIGHT = 600.00000000 LBS. 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 150.00000000 PSI. 
MASS FLOW RATE = 108.13674200 LBM/SEC. 
DELTA T = 779.31774900 SECONDS. 
ENTER THE FUEL MIXTURE RATIO 2.0 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF PAIRS OF PROPELLANT TANKS. 1.0 






















THE TOTAL P A I F S  OF TANKS IS 1.00000000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE FUEL TANK DIMENSIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
TOTAL FUEL TANK VOLUME = 635.59637500 FT**3. 
TANK LENGTH = 15.00000000 F T .  
TANK RADIUS = 3.67257047 FT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE OXID TANK DIMENSIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
TOTAL OXID TANK VOLUME = 298.82977300 FT**3. 
TANK LENGTH = 15.00000000 F T .  
TANK RADIUS = 2.51820660 F T .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  





















HYDRAZINE-UDHH/NITROGEN TETROXIDE f m m  310. 8eC 
ENTER THE WEIGHT O F  THE SPACE VEHICLE.(LES) 6000.0 
ENTER THE &EIGHT OF A PROPULSION SYSTEM. (LBS) ScJO.CJ 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF ENGINES TO BE USED. 2.0 
ENTER THE DELTA V OF THE MISSION. (FT/SEC) 21797.0 
ENTER THE ISP VALUE O F  THE PROPELLENT. 310.0 
THE INVERSE WEIGHT RATIO REQUIRED FOR THE GIVEN DELTA V I 8  
THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL FOR THE MISSION I S  57611.45360000 LBS. 
THE TOTAL WE1 GHT OF THE VEHICLE I S  64909.62SOOOOO LES. 
ENTER THE Q L I M I T  OF THE STRUCTURE. 3.0 
ENTER THE THRUST RFINGE FOR I N I T I A L  CALCULATIONS 13:J00.0 
8.89393234 . 
ENTER THE CHAMBER PRESSURE OF THE ENGINE. ( P S I )  150.0 
ENTER THE THROAT AREA OF THE NOZZLE. ( I N t S 2 )  54.3671 
ENTER THE I N I T I A L  AREA RATIO. 73.0 
ENTER THE VALUE OF GAMMA FOR THE PROPELLANT. 1.3 
fiR - 75.00000000 
E X I T  MACH NUMBER = 5.49001122 
PRESSURE RATIO = 6.0894S207E-04 
CT - 1.83934772 
TEMPCT 1.82323983 
THRUST = 29737.60S50000 LDS. 
GROSS bJE I GHT = 649O9.623OOOOO LES. 
FUEL WEIGHT - 57611.43360000 LHS. 
MAX I MUM THRUST P 1 4868.8O27OOOO LES 
TQNE WEI'GHT = 698 192SOSOO LES 
TOTAL ENGINE (S)  WEIGHT = 600 00000000 LBS 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE - 130.00000000 PSI.  
TIASS FLOW RATE - 95.92775730 LEM/SEC. 




FUEL MIXTURE RATIO 2.0 
NUMBER OF PAIRS OF PROPELLANT TANKS. 1.0 







THE FUEL TANK DIMENSIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
TOTAL FUEL TANK VOLUME = 434.51257300 FTYlr3. 
TANK: LENGTH = 15. ~:)0000000 FT. 
TANK RRDTUS = 3.OZ655 124 FT.  
X * t ~ ~ * * Y Y * t * l * t * S ~ * t ~ * t * Y * t t ~ t % S t * S  
THE OXID TANK DIMENSIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
TOTAL OXID TANK VOLUME = 204.28723100 FTSXS. 
T4NK LENGTH = 15.00000000 FT. 
TANK RADIUS = 2.08209252 FT. 
S * t t t t * t * * S Y t t S $ X t X t S S X t S S Y X t t t l t t t  
THE TOTAL FUEL BURNED = 5761 1.4ZZ6OOOO LBS. 







ENTER THE WEIGHT OF THE SPACE VEHICLE.(LBS) 6000.0 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF A PROPULSION SYSTEM.(LBS) 300.0 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF ENGINES TO BE USED. 2.0 
ENTER THE DELTA V OF THE MISSION. (FTISEC) 21797.0 
ENTER THE ISP VALUE OF THE PROPELLENT. 350.0 
THE INVERSE WEIGHT RATIO REQUIRED FOR THE GIVEN DELTA V IS 6.92828846 . 
THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL FOR THE MISSION IS 41291.28910000 LBS. 
THE TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE VEHICLE IS 48256.41800000 LBS. 
ENTER THE g LIMIT OF THE STRUCTURE. 3.0 
ENTER THE THRUST RANGE FOR INITIAL CALCULATIONS 15000.0 
ENTER THE CHAMBER PRESSURE OF THE ENGINE. (PSI) 150.0 
ENTER THE THROAT AREA OF THE NOZZLE. (IN**2) 54.3671 
ENTER THE INITIAL AREA RATIO. 75.0 
ENTER THE VALUE OF GAMMA FOR THE PROPELLANT. 1.3 
AR = 75.00000000 
EXIT MACH NUMBER = 5.49001122 
PRESSURE RATIO 6.08945207E-04 
CT = 1.83934772 
TEMPCT 1.82325983 
MAXIMUM THRUST = 14868.80270000 LBS. 
THRUST = 29737.60350000 LBS. 
GROSS WEIGHT = 48256.41800000 LBS. 
FUEL WEIGHT = 41291.28910000 LBS. 
TANK WEIGHT = 365.12832600 LBS. 
TOTAL ENGINE(S) WEIGHT = 600~00000000 LBS. 
COMBUSTION CHAHBER PRESSURE = 150.00000000 PSI. 
MASS FLOW RATE = 84.96436440 LBM/SEC. 
DELTA T = 485.98236100 SECONDS. 
ENTER THE FUEL MIXTURE RATIO 6.0  
ENTER THE NUMBER OF PAIRS OF PROPELLANT TANKS. 1.0 









THE TOTAL PAIRS OF TANKS IS 1.00000000 , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE FUEL TANK DIMENSIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
TOTAL FUEL TANK VOLUME = 5684.54883000 FTe.3. 
TANK RADIUS = 10.98316290 FT. 
TANK LENGTH 8 15~00000000 FT. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE OXID TANK DIMENSIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
TOTAL OXID TANK VOLUME 8 69.88648990 FT* *3. 
TANK LENGTH = 15.00000000 FT. 
TANK RADIUS = 1.21780026 FT. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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ENTER T'HE WEIGHT OF THE SPACE VEHICLE. (LBS) 6OOO.O 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF A PROPULSION SYSTEM. (LBS) 300.0 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF ENGINES TO BE USED. 2.0 
ENTER THE DELTA V OF THE MISSION. (FTISEC) 23797.0 
ENTER THE 'ISP VALUE OF THE PROPELLENT. 455.0 
THE INVERSE WEIGHT RATIO REWIRED FOR T'HE OIVEN DELTA V IS 4.43236303 . 
THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL FOR THE XISSION IS 22597.37300000 LBS. 
THE TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE VEHICLE IS 29180.9941oooO LBS. 
ENTER THE Q LIXIT OF THE STRUCTURE. 3.0 
ENTER THE THRUST RANGE FOR INITIAL CALCULATIONS 15000.0 
ENTER THE CHAXEER PRESSURE OF THE ENGINE. (PSI:) 150.0 
ENTER THE THROAT AREA OF THE NOZZLE. (INe.2) 34.3671 
ENTER THE INITIAL AREA RATIO. 75.0 
ENTER THE VALUE OF OAXXA FOR THE PROPELLANT. 1.3 
AR - 75.00000000 
EXIT MACH NUMBER - 5.49001122 
PRESSURE RATIO 6.08945207E-04 
CT - 1.83934772 
TEHPCT I. 02325903 
I A X I I I U I  THRUST 14868.8027oooO LES. 
THRUST 29737.60350000 LBS. 
GROSS WEIGHT 29180.9941oooO LBS. 
FUEL WEIOXT 22397037300000 LBS. 
TANK WEIOHT - -16.38016700 LBS. 
TOTAL ENaINE(S) WEIGHT - 600.00000000 LBS. 
COXBUSTION CHAXBER PRESSURE - 150.00000000 PSI. 
HASS FLOW RATE 65. 35736850 LBIIISEC. 
DELTA T - 345. 75097700 SECONDS. 
ENTER THE fUIL MIXTURE RATIO 6.0 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF PAIRS OF PROPELLANT TANKS. 1.0 




















THE TOTAL PAIRS OF TANKS IS 1. oooO0ooo 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE FUEL TANK DIIYENSIOWS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
TOTAL FUEL TANK VOLUME = 3110.98633000 FT**3. 
TANK LENGTH = 1S.OOOOOOOO FT. 
TANK RADIUS = 8.12509537 FT. 
******eo*e****e*.*eee*e****ee*ee*e* 
THE OXID TANK DIMENSIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
TOTAL OXID TANK VOLUHE = 38.24916460 FTe.3. 
TANK LENGTH = 15.00000000 FT. 
TANK RADIUS = 0.90092868 FT. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  




















BURN TIRE DEPARTURE FROM EARTH 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF THE SPACE VEHICLE.(LBS) 6000.0 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF A PROPULSION SYSTEM.(LBS) 300.0 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF ENGINES TO BE USED. 2.0 
ENTER THE DELTA V OF THE MISSION. (FT/SEC) 8432.75 
ENTER THE ISP VALUE OF THE PROPELLENT. 310.0 
THE INVERSE WEIGHT RATIO REQUIRED FOR THE GIVEN DELTA V IS 2.32906818 . 
THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL FOR THE MISSION IS 8364.01660000 LBS. 
THE TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE VEHICLE IS 14657.15920000 LBS. 
ENTER THE g LIMIT OF THE STRUCTURE. 3.0 
ENTER THE THRUST RANGE FOR INITIAL CALCULATIONS 15000.0 
ENTER THE CHAMBER PRESSURE OF THE ENGINE. (PSI) 150.0 
ENTER THE THROAT AREA OF THE NOZZLE. (INe.2) 54.3671 
ENTER THE INITIAL AREA RATIO. 75.0 
ENTER THE VALUE OF GAMMA FOR THE PROPELLANT. 1.3 
+ * . ~ . * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * . * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ * + *  
THE NUMBER OF ENGINES AT FULL THRUST IS 
TOO LARGE. REDUCING MASS FLOW RATE TO 
BRING WITHIN g LIMIT. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
AR = 75.00000000 
EXIT MACH NUMBER = 5.49001122 
PRESSURE RATIO 6.08945207E-04 
CT = 1.03934772 
TEMPCT 1.82325983 
MAXIMUM THRUST = 14868.80270000 LES. 
THRUST = 57492.70310000 LBS. 
GROSS WEIGHT - 14657.15920000 LBS. 
FUEL WEIGHT = 8364.01660000 LBS. 
TANK WEIGHT = -306.85681200 LES. 
TOTAL ENGINEtS) WEIGHT = 600.00000000 LBS. 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 145.00000000 PSI. 
MASS FLOW RATE = 92.73016360 LEH/SEC. 





















BURN TIHE HID-COURSE CORRECTION 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF THE SPACE VEHICLE.(LBS) 6000.0 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF A PROPULSION SYSTEM. (LBS) 300.0 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF ENGINES TO BE USED. 2.0 
ENTER THE DELTA V OF THE MISSION. (FTISEC) 526.738 
ENTER THE ISP VALUE OF THE PROPELLENT. 310.0 
THE INVERSE WEIGHT RATIO REQUIRED FOR THE GIVEN DELTA V IS 
THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL FOR THE HISSION IS 332.38928200 LBS. 
THE TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE VEHICLE IS 6461.62158000 LBS. 
ENTER THE g LIMIT OF THE STRUCTURE. 3.0 
ENTER THE THRUST RANGE FOR INITIAL CALCULATIONS 15000.0 
ENTER THE CHAMBER PRESSURE OF THE ENGINE. (PSI) O S O . 0  
ENTER THE THROAT AREA OF THE NOZZLE. (IN**2) 54.8671 
ENTER THE INITIAL AREA RATIO. 75.0 
ENTER THE VALUE OF GAMMA FOR THE PROPELLANT. 1.3 
THE NUMBER OF ENGINES AT FULL THRUST IS 
TOO LARGE. REDUCING MASS FLOW RATE TO 
BRING WITHIN g LIMIT. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
AR = 7s. 00000000 
EXIT MACH NUMBER = 5.49001122 
PRESSURE RATIO = 6.08945207E-04 
CT = 1.03934772 
TEMPCT 1.82325983 
MAXIMUM THRUST - 14868.80270000 LBS. 
THRUST = 37667.63280000 LBS. 
GROSS WEIGHT = 6461.62158000 LBS. 
FUEL WEIGHT = 332.38928200 LBS. 
TANK WEIGHT = -470.76757800 LBS. 
TOTAL ENGINEtS) WEIGHT = 600.00000000 LBS. 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 95.00000000 PSI. 
MASS FLOW RATE = 60.75424580 LBMISEC. 





















BURN TIME ORBITAL INSERTION-VENUS 
C: \AYER>6000.0 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF A PROPULSION SYSTEM. (LBS) 300.0 
ENTER THE NUHBER OF ENGINES TO BE USED. 2.0 
ENTER THE DELTA V OF THE MISSION. (FTISEC) 6334.31 
ENTER THE ISP VALUE OF THE PROPELLENT. 310.0 
THE INVERSE WEIGHT RATIO REQUIRED FOR THE GIVEN DELTA V IS i.aa717031 . 
THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL FOR THE HISSION IS 5531.81 104000 LBS. 
THE TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE VEHICLE,IS 11767.15430000 LBS. 
ENTER THE g LIMIT OF THE STRUCTURE. 3.0 
ENTER THE THRUST RANGE FOR INITIAL CALCULATIONS 15000.0 
ENTER THE CHAMBER PRESSURE OF THE ENGINE. (PSI) 150.0 
ENTER THE THROAT AREA OF THE NOZZLE. (INe.2) 54.3671 
ENTER THE INITIAL AREA RATIO. 75.0 
ENTER THE VALUE OF GAHHA FOR THE PROPELLANT. 1.3 
AR = 75.00000000 
EXIT HACH NUHEER = 5.49001122 
PRESSURE RATIO 6.08945207E-04 
CT = 1.83934772 
TEHPCT 1.82325983 
MAXIMUM THRUST = 14868.80270000 LBS. 
THRUST = 51545.18360000 LES. 
GROSS WEIGHT = 11767.15430000 LES. 
FUEL WEIGHT = 5531.81 104000 LES. 
TANK WEIGHT = -364.65692100 LBS. 
TOTAL ENGINE(S1 WEIGHT = 600.00000000 LBS. 
COHEUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 130.00000000 PSI. 
MASS FLOW RATE = 83.13739010 LBMISEC. 





















BURN TIHE ELLIPTICAL TRANSFER-LOWER CYTHEREAN ORBIT 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF THE SPACE VEHICLE. (LBS) 6000.0 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF A PROPULSION SYSTEM. (LBS) 300.0 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF ENGINES TO BE USED. 2.0 
ENTER THE DELTA V OF THE MISSION. (FT/SEC) 3533.79 
ENTER THE ISP VALUE OF THE PROPELLENT. 310.0 
THE INVERSE WEIGHT RATIO REQUIRED FOR THE GIVEN DELTA V IS 
THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL FOR THE MISSION IS 2625.92822000 LBS. 
THE TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE VEHICLE IS 8801.96777000 LBS. 
1.42517996 . 
ENTER THE g LIMIT OF THE STRUCTURE. 3.0 
ENTER THE THRUST RANGE FOR INITIAL CALCULATIONS 15000.0 
ENTER THE CHAMBER PRESSURE OF THE ENGINE. (PSI) 150.0 
ENTER THE THROAT AREA OF THE NOZZLE. (IN**2) 54.3671 
ENTER THE INITIAL AREA RATIO. 75.0 
ENTER THE VALUE OF GAMMA FOR THE PROPELLANT. 1.3 
**************+*++*********++*****e***+*** 
THE NUMBER OF ENGINES AT FULL THRUST IS 
TOO LARGE. REDUCING MASS FLOW RATE TO 
BRING WITHIN g LIMIT. 
***************** . *+****+***~**+**********  
, 
AR = 75.00000000 
EXIT MACH NUMBER = 5.49001122 
PRESSURE RATIO 6.08945207E-04 
CT = 1.83934772 
TEMPCT 1.82325983 
MAXIHUM THRUST = 14868.80270000 LBS. 
THRUST = 43615.15620000 LBS. 
GROSS WEIGHT = 8801.96777000 LBS. 
FUEL WEIGHT = 2625.92822000 LBS. 
TANK WEIGHT = -423.96066300 LBS. 
TOTAL ENGINE(S1 WEIGHT - 600.00000000 LBS. 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 110.00000000 PSI. 
MASS FLOW RATE = 70.34702300 LBH/SEC. 




















BURN TIME CIRCULARIZATION-LOWER CYTHEREAN ORBIT 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF THE SPACE VEHICLE. (LBS) 6000.0 
ENTER THE WEIGHT OF A PROPULSION SYSTEM.(LBS) 300.0 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF ENGINES TO BE USED. 2.0 
ENTER THE DELTA V OF THE MISSION. (FTISEC) 2970.14 
ENTER THE ISP VALUE OF THE PROPELLENT. 310.0 
THE INVERSE WEIGHT RATIO REQUIRED FOR THE GIVEN DELTA V IS 1.34687424 . 
THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL FOR THE MISSION IS 2138.86084000 LBS. 
THE TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE VEHICLE IS 8304.95996000 LBS. 
ENTER THE g LIMIT OF THE STRUCTURE. 3.0 
ENTER THE THRUST RANGE FOR INITIAL CALCULATIONS isooo. o 
ENTER THE CHAMBER PRESSURE OF THE ENGINE. (PSI) 150.0 
ENTER THE THROAT AREA OF THE NOZZLE. (INe.2) 54.3671 
ENTER THE INITIAL AREA RATIO. 75.0 
ENTER THE VALUE OF GAMMA FOR THE PROPELLANT. 1.3 
****.****.**..*......****..**...*..*...*.. 
THE NUMBER OF ENGINES AT FULL THRUST IS 
TOO LARGE. REDUCING MASS FLOW RATE TO 
BRING WITHIN g LIMIT. .*...,.~.,*.*..*..****...*.*.~~. 
A R  = 75.00000000 
EXIT MACH NUMBER = 5.49001122 
PRESSURE RATIO = 6.08945207E-04 
CT = I. 83934772 
TEHPCT 1.82323983 
MAXIMUM THRUST = 14868.80270000 LBS. 
THRUST = 41632.64840000 LBS. 
GROSS WEIGHT = 8304.93996000 LBS. 
FUEL WEIGHT = 2138.86084000 LBS. 
TANK WEIGHT = -433.90081800 LBS. 
TOTAL ENGINEtS) WEIGHT = 600.00000000 LBS. 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 10s.00000000 PSI. 
UASS FLOW RATE = 67.14942930 LBUISEC. 















































C DELTALOWEH ULLlAV - 1uu.u 
C DO 5 I = 1,1000000 
C wo = wo .0001 
C W B  WB - .0001 
C TESTDELTAV = UEQ*EXP(WO/WB) 
C WR - WO/WB 
C WRITE(6, * )  'WR ', W R  
C IF (TESTDELTAV . GT. DELTAV) GOTO 6 
c 5  CONTINUE 
C 6  WR = WO/WB 
WR = EXP(DELTAV/UEQ) 
WTANKS = (-.98*WENGINE+.O2*WBUS+.O2*~WR-l.O)*~WBUS+WENGINE~~ 
WFUEL (WR-l.O)*(WBUS + WTAMKS + WENGINE) 
WTANKS = (.80*(WBUS+WFUEL+WENGINE)-WENGINE)/.20 
WTOTAL = WBUS*WFUEL+WTANKS+WENGINE 
& /(-.02*(WR-l.0)+.98) 
WRITE(6,*)'THE INVERSE WEIGHT RATIO REQUIRED FOR THE GIVEN DELTA 
&V IS ',WR, ' . '  
& ' LBS.' 
WRITE(6,e)'THE WEIGHT OF THE FUEL FOR THE HISSION IS ',WFUEL, 
WRITE(6,*)'THE TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE VEHICLE IS ',WTOTAL, ' LBS. ' 
WRITE(6, * I '  ' 
WRITE(6,*)'ENTER THE g LIMIT OF THE STRUCTURE. ' 
READ ( 5, 1 GLIHIT 
WRITE(6,*)'ENTER THE THRUST RANGE FOR INITIAL CALCULATIONS ' 
READ( 5,  1 THRUST 
WRITE(6,e)'ENTER THE CHAHBER PRESSURE OF THE ENGINE. (PSI) ' 
READ ( 5, ) PT2 
WRITE(6,e)'ENTER THE THROAT AREA OF THE NOZZLE. (IN**2) ' 
READ ( 5, 1 THROAT 
CT = THRUST/(PTZ*THROAT) 
C DELTA" = DELTAV/GLIMIT 
C WRITE(6,*) 'ENTER THE TOLERANCE OF CT ( +  OR - 1  . '  
C READ(S,*)CONVERGENCE 
C IF(CT .GT. . 6  .AND. CT .LT. 2.5) GO TO 100 
C WRITE (6,*)'CT = ',CT 
C WRITE (6,e)'THE RESULTING CT IS NOT WITHIN THE ANALYTICAL' 
C WRITE (6,e)'VALUE OF CT. DECREASE THE VALUE OF PT2 OR THE ' 
C WRITE (6,e)'THROAT AREA TO BRING THE VALUE WITHIN TOLERANCE.' 
C GOTO 110 
C DUHHY - 1 
WRITE(6,*)'ENTER THE INITIAL AREA RATIO. 
WRITE(6,e)'ENTER THE VALUE OF GAMHA FOR THE PROPELLANT. ' 
READ ( 5, 1 GAI¶J¶A 
READ(5, *)AR. 
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  * 0 * * * * 0 * 0 * 0 0 * * * 0 * * * 0 * * * 0 0 ~ * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * 0  
C 
C THE FOLLOWING PORTION OF THE PROGRAH ITERATES TO FIND THE CORRECT 
C VALUE OF THE AREA RATIO AND HENCE EXIT HACH NUHBER AND PRESSURE 
C RATIO. THE PROGRAH ASSUHES A VALUE FOR THE AREA RATIO AND THEN 
C CALCULATES THE EXIT HACH NUMBER AND PRESSURE RATIO. FROH THIS 
C THE PROGRAH CALCULATES CT AND COHPARES THE CALCULATED VALUE WITH 
C UNTIL THE AREA RATIO USED RESULTS IN A CT WITHIN SX OF THE ABOVE 
C VALUE. 
C 
~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * 0 * * 0 * * * * * * * * * 0 0 * * 0 0 * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C THAT OBTAINED FROH THE G LIHITATION ABOVE. THE ITERATION CONTINUES 
TWOVERGAHHA = Z.O/(GAHHA + 1.0) 
GAHHASORD = G A M A  * *  2.0 
GAXINONE. GAHHA - 1.0 
GAHPLONE = GAHHA + 1.0 
TWOGSOR= (2.O+GAHMA.*2.O)/GAHINONE- 
RATIO = GAHPLONE/GAHINONE 
RATIO1 = GAHINONE/GAHHA 
HE=S. 0 
. C I  -.**YIW - n 
4 1  
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VOLXID = HASSOXID/RHOXID OF POOR QUALITY 
RASSOXID = TOTFUELXASS~(~./(R*~=O)) 
VOLFUEL = HASSFUEL/RHOFUEL 
FUEL AND OXIDIZER TANKS ARE ASSURXED TO BE CYLINDRICAL. 
WRITE(6,e) 'ENTER THE NUMBER OF PAIRS OF PROPELLANT TANKS. ' 
READ ( 5, ) TANKNUHBER 
WRITE(6,e) 'ENTER THE HAXIHUH LENGTH OF THE TANKS. ' 
READ ( 5, ) TANKLENGTH 
WRITE(6,e) 'ENTER THE HAXIHUH DIAHETER OF THE TANKS. ' 
READ(S,*) TANKDIAHETER 
VOLXIDN = VOLXID/TANKNUHBER 
VOLFUELN = VOLFUEL/TANKNURBER 
OXIDRADIUS = (VOLXIDN/TANKLENGTH/PI)**.S 
FUELRADIUS = (VOLFUELN/TANKLENGTH/PI)**.5 
WRITE(6,e) ' ' 
WRITE(6,e) ' ' 
WRITE(6,e) ' ' 
WRITE(6, e )  ' ' 
WRITE(6, e )  'THE TOTAL PAIRS OF TANKS IS ', TANKNUHBER, ' . ' 
WRITE(6, e)  ' ' 
WRITE(6,e) 'THE FUEL TANK DIHENSIONS ARE AS FCILLOWS: ' 
WRITE(6,e) 'TOTAL FUEL TANK VOLUME = ',VOLFUELN, ' FTee3.' 
WRITE(6, 1 'TANK LENGTH = ', TANKLENGTH, ' FT. ' 
WRITE(6, 1 'TANK RADIUS = ', FUELRADIUS, ' FT. ' 
WRITE(6,e) ' ' 
WRITE(6,e) 'THE OXID TANK DIMENSIONS ARE A S  FOLLOWS: ' 
WRfTE(6,e) ' ' 
WRITE(6, e) 'TOTAL OXID TANK VOLUHE = ',VOLXIDN, ' FTee.3. ' 
WRITE( 6, ) 'TANK LENGTH = ', TANKLENGTH, * FT. ' 
WRITE(6, 1 'TANK RADIUS = ', OXIDRADIUS, ' FT. ' 
WkITE(6,e) ' ' 
WRITE(6, * I  ' ' 
WHITE(6,r)'THE TOTAL FUEL BURNED = ',TOTFUOLWASS, ' LBS. ' 
EXCESSFUEL = WFUEL - TOTFUELXASS 
WkITE(6,e)'RESULTING IN ', EXCESSFUEL,' LBS OF EXCESS FUEL.' 
GOT0 10010 
WRITE (6,e) ' 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ' 
WRITE (6, e )  ' 
WRITE ( 6 , e )  ' ' 
WRITE (6, e )  ' ' 
WRITE (6, e )  
WRITE ( 6 , e )  ' THE FUNCTION DID NOT CONVERGE. CHECK YOUR DATA.' 
WRITE (6, 1 ' ' 
WRITE (6, e) ' 
WRITE ( 6 , e )  ' ' 
WRITE (6, 1 ' ' 
WRITE (6 ,  * )  ' ' 
WRITE ( 6 , e )  ' 
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C OF THE AVAALABLL LNblNYb. ~ t i &  AsSUHPTION IS USED IN THE FINAL 









K - 0  
PTEST - PT2 
LENGINENBR - INT(ENG1NENBR) 
DO 1005 I = 1,LENGINENBR 
ENGINES = REALtLENGINENBR) 
DO 1000 J = 1,10000 
HASSFLOW = PTEST*THROAT*GC/CSTAR*ENGINES 
IF(HASSFL0W .LT. HASSFLOWNEEDED) GOTO 1010 
PTEST f PTEST - 5.0 
K = K * l  
IF (K .GT. 1) GOTO 1000 
WRITE(6, e )  ’ ’ 
WRITE(6, e ) ’  ’ 
WRITE ( 6 ,  1 ’ HASSFLOW ’ , HASSFLOW 
WRITE(6, e )  ’ ’ 
WRITE(6,e)’eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee’ 
WRITE(6,e)’THE NUHEER OF ENGINES AT FULL THRUST IS‘ 
WRITE(6,e)’ERING WITHIN g LIHIT.’ 
WRITE(6,e)’TOO LARGE. REDUCING MASS FLOW RATE TO’ 
WRITE(6,e)’eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee~eeeeeeeeo’ 
WRITE(6, e )  ’ ’ 
WRITE(6, e )  ’ ’ 
WRITE(6, * )  ’ ’ 




WRITE(6, 1 ‘ENGINES ’, ENGINES 
DELTAT = WFUEL/HASSFLOW 
THRUST - HASSFLOW/GC*CSTAR*TEHPCT 
THRUSTHAXIHUH = PTZeTHROATeTEHPCT 
WRITE ( 6 ,  ) ’ ’ 
WRITE ( & * I  ’ ’ 
WRITE (6, e) ’ ’ 
WRITE (6,*) ‘ * 
WRITE (6, e) ’ ’ 
WRITE (6,*) ’ EXIT HACH NUMBER = ’,HE 
WRITE (6, * )  * PRESSURE RATIO = ’, PR 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ’ CT = ‘,CT 
WRITE (6, ) ’ TEHPCT ’, TEHPCT 
WRITE (6,*) ’ HAXIHUH THRUST - ’, THRUSTHAXIHUH, ’ LBS. ’ 
WRITE (6, e) ‘ THRUST ’,THRUST, ’ LBS. ’ 
WRIT€ (6, * )  ’ GROSS WEIGHT = ’, WTOTAL, ’ LBS. ’ 
WRITE (6 ,  e )  ’ FUEL WEIGHT = ’, WFUEL, ’ LBS. ’ 
WRITE (6, e) ’ TANK WEIGHT = ’, WTANKS, ’ LBS. ’ 
WRITE ( 6 , e )  ’ TOTAL ENGINEtS) WEIGHT = ‘,WENGINE,’ LBS. 
WRITE (6,e) ’ COHBUSTION CHAHBER PRESSURE = ’,PTEST, ’ 
R R 1.0 
WRITE (6, e )  ’ ’ 
WRITE ( 6 ,  1 ’ AR = ‘ a  AR 
WRITE (6, e )  * MASS FLOW RATE ’ e  HASSFLOW, ’ LBH/SEC. * 
WRITE (6, ) ’ DELTA T = ‘ e  DELTAT, ’ SECONDS. ’ 
TOTFUELHASS - MASSFLOWeDELTAT 
WRITE(6,e) ‘ENTER THE FUEL MIXTURE RATIO ’ 
READtS, * I  R 
’ 
PSI. ’ 
C THE HIXTURE RATIO OF UDHH TO HYDRAZINE IS 1 AND THE HIXTURE 
C RATIO OF THIS PROPELLANT CUHBINATION AND THE OXIDIZER IS VARIABLE 
C WITH 1.2 BEING THE OPTIHUH HIXTURE RATIO. 
RHOFUEL - 88.391 
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